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building basics Be Nice to Your Brakes Considerations for selection, installation, and maintenance of brakes TIM KERN



B i



rakes are important, but they are used less than just about any critical system this side of an emergency locator transmitter. They generally get little respect until they act up. Brake “maintenance” on Part 23 and lightsport aircraft (LSA) is generally limited to topping the brake ﬂuid, but experimental and ultralight brakes can receive the full beneﬁt of owner attention. There are two basic actuation systems—cable and hydraulic—and two designs—drum and disc—plus auxiliary (parking) brake systems. We’ll concentrate on hydraulically-operated main disc brakes.



Components Your system includes master cylinders on all the brake pedals (or a link between sets), ﬂuid reservoirs for primary master cylinders; hoses, ﬁttings, and calipers on each wheel. Lately, you may ﬁnd an anti-lock regulator plumbed upstream of the calipers.



and other components, while part of the extra heat (all of it, eventually) dissipates into the air. When you release the brake, allowing the ﬂuid to return to the master cylinder, the piston retracts and the pad releases the disc. Think of “brakes” as a complete system that attaches to the landing gear, including the tire, wheel, and axle (and their components). The tire determines the wheel size; the wheel size limits the brake size, and everything depends on the axles’ staying oriented by the gear: everything needs to work together. A brake’s operation turns motion (the airplane’s kinetic energy) into heat energy. There are two measures of braking power: torque and heat. Torque slows the tires’ rotation. We “feel” torque’s effects and learn to adjust our muscle inputs to match the resistance to the wheels’ turning. The results



Brake systems live lives of neglect, and designers know this, but routine care will extend life and



How Brakes Work



enhance operation.



When you push on a brake pedal, a small piston in the master cylinder moves a relatively long distance, forcing some brake ﬂuid down the hose to the caliper. There, a larger piston moves a short distance, pushing a brake pad against the brake disc. The caliper is designed as a “C,” with the wheelmounted brake disc in the center of that letter, so that when the caliper piston pushes out against one brake pad, another pad on the facing side supports the caliper, gripping the disc between the two brake pads. The harder you push, the greater the pressure against the pad, and the greater the friction in the brake. Friction becomes heat, which is partially absorbed by the metal disc



are a slowing of the tires (and consequent slowing of the airplane) and the generation of heat. Unusually prolonged brake use generates extra heat, and as the brake system components absorb all the heat they’re designed for, things change. First, the friction material (brake pad) loses the ability to grip the disc, so we push harder on the pedals, continuing to raise the heat. This extra heat may boil the brake ﬂuid or contaminants in the ﬂuid, causing bubbles. Compared to liquid, bubbles are very soft; they compress, absorbing muscle power without adding any pressure to the friction surfaces. Then we run off the end of
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the runway and later ﬁnd “glazed” (melted or burned) brake pads, discolored discs, and “air” in the brake lines.



Using Your Brakes Airplane brakes (in our class of planes) are tiny, compared to brakes for cars of similar weight. That is because we generally use the brakes intermittently, compared, say, to a car descending a mountain pass. Our brakes are cold when we turn ﬁnal, so they are designed to work quickly (without warm-up) and absorb little more than the heat of one stop. Heavy brake use is tough on tires, mounting systems, gear, attach points, and in the case of taildraggers, possibly even the prop. In general, use your brakes only as much as you have to. When using brakes for steering, plan to minimize brake use. When you’ve stopped and the brakes are hot, get your foot off the brakes. Leaving the pads in contact, particularly when hot, causes uneven cooling and greater thermal stresses on components. That may damage brake pads, caliper components, and discs. Engage the “parking brake” (usually only an alternate way of applying the main brakes) only after your brakes have cooled a bit, for the same reason.



Selection Since brakes just slow you down, a lot of us look for the lightest and smallest brakes. If brakes were ballast, that would be a good strategy, but brakes have serious work to do. They have to turn your airplane’s energy into heat, energy that is directly proportional to your airplane’s weight and to the square of its landing speed. To approximate your brake requirements, Matco Manufacturing takes the weight (W) of your airplane (in pounds) times the square of its landing speed (V2) in knots, divides by the number (N) of wheels with brakes, and ﬁnally multiplies it by a constant that normalizes units of measure (0.0443). This formula yields the approximate kinetic energy (KE) that your brakes will have to dissipate: KE = W x V2 /(usually) 2 x 0.0443 A typical LSA brake will need to handle about 60,000 foot-pounds of kinetic energy, and Matco’s smallest applicable brake is rated at 90,000, so it’s not a bad choice. A little extra brake capacity will make you happier than the few ounces you saved—the ﬁrst time you need it. There is nothing wrong with using properly matched brakes that are light and compact, as the new wheel/bearing/ axle/brake systems from French company Beringer prove. Priced closer to the “certiﬁed” end of the scale, the Beringer brakes work particularly well on high-speed airplanes that have limited room in the wheel wells. Sometimes there isn’t room for a 6-inch wheel, so you need the most-efﬁcient 5-inch setup you can get. Beringer claims about a 7-pound savings over conventional 5-inch systems. Another novel idea from Beringer (that could be incorporated into other systems) is its “balanced anti-lock regulator.” This billet-machined piece makes sure that, as you apply maximum braking, the same force goes to both mains.



Calipers can use one, two, even three pistons, depending on the design requirements of the application. Match the components to the task, rather than just what looks great.



The tire, axle, and brake must be considered together as a system that also includes the landing gear. These axles from Beringer illustrate some design options.



What looks simple on the outside has to withstand the elements, extended periods of neglect and non-use – and then work perfectly when called on. (Courtesy Beringer) EAA Sport Aviation
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building basics In less-than-maximum braking, it preserves braking independence, allowing normal steering. (Yes, the crossover point is adjustable.) If you’re building from scratch or from a primitive kit, you should consider additional parameters when you choose your brakes. Will the wheel/brake assembly ﬁt in the wheel well or pant? (Consider in-wheel vs outside-wheel brake designs.) Will it have sufﬁcient capacity to deliver all the braking you need, under sub-optimal conditions (as when the brakes get wet)? Are you building an aerobatic machine and planning to use freely vented master cylinders? (Bad idea—they’ll leak when inverted.) When you’ve gotten your brakes for your new machine, don’t start by taking weight out of the disc. Though drilling the discs may work in the lightest aircraft (as in the above LSA example where you have “90k brakes” on a “60k” airplane), you won’t save much weight, and overdoing it will cause other problems. The holes look cool on Porsche LeMans cars, but remember: Porsche engineers moved many electrons calculating the brakes’ requirements, and their test drivers used lots of gasoline double-checking those calculations before anyone outside Stuttgart saw those discs. Do you know exactly what friction material is being used, the operating temperatures of the components, the friction coefﬁcients of all materials under various conditions; and pressures, capacities, and wear characteristics of your braking system? The engineers knew, before they started drilling. “Race” materials make don’t good aero-brake pads. Carbon-graphite pads or the old DS-11 metallics are great in race cars, so they must be great in airplanes, right? Race car brakes are used continuously for long periods, and these materials are designed to operate well, but only at high temperatures. An airplane’s brakes aren’t hot until you’re slowed down. Advice: Leave the components alone.



Actuating No matter how good the system is and how well it matches your requirements, you have to be able to deliver pressure 98
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to the calipers. A common mistake is to make the brake pedals too small or to give them the wrong orientation or pivot points. Overall, leverage is necessary, too, and that leverage needs to work at convenient angles. Matco President George Happ says a common mistake among builders results in too little pressure on the master cylinders. “Mechanical advantage,” he says, “is critical.” A brake system needs some 450 pounds per square inch to be effective, and poorly chosen components, geometry, or even positioning of pedal and master cylinder components can result in inadequate pressures. Happ recommends at least a 2-1/2-to-1 mechanical advantage (where a 2-1/2 inch travel of the pedal causes a 1 inch travel in the master cylinder’s piston, for example). Another oft-overlooked geometry problem arises when the component positioning results in declining mechanical advantage as the brake pedal is depressed. When you’ve built that into your system, the harder you push (and the more you need it), the lower the extra pressure delivered to your brake ﬂuid!



Maintenance Brake systems live lives of neglect, but routine care will extend life and enhance operation. Corrosion protection, regular inspection, and occasional bleeding are all important. Magnesium, the lightest alloy commonly used in wheels, corrodes more easily than aluminum. Steel rusts; even stainless steel can degrade under the right conditions. Complicating corrosion protection is the presence of rubber, in the O-rings often found in brake calipers (and tires). And don’t get oily stuff on the friction surfaces. Most common corrosion deterrents contain petroleum distillates, which attack rubber. Keep surfaces clean, dry, and protected with a non-petroleum protectant. Keep in mind, too, that brake components (including wheels) get very hot, so some “waxes” may not be usable here. If your brake pads wear out (as they are designed to do) and you continue to use your brakes, the steel brake pad



Master Cylinder: Each brake pedal works against a master cylinder. Geometry, diameter, and capacity are important in selection.



backing plates may ride against the discs, furnishing inadequate braking and necessitating repairs. Since brake pads don’t always wear out at convenient times, check them every time you think of it, at least every four to ﬁve ﬂights or every month. (Most pads have a wear indicator, usually a groove, in them.) So, if you have pad material all the way across all the pads, you’re okay; if not, you’re not. Bleeding brakes could be a whole article, so I’ll advise you to bleed the brakes with a friend who is knowledgeable about the procedure. Pay attention to every detail, and don’t be cheap—use plenty of ﬂuid, for reasons explained below. Bleed your brakes whenever you notice any “softness” in the brake pedal and at least once a year. Brake ﬂuid is hygroscopic: it attracts and absorbs water. Water damages components and has a lower boiling point than brake ﬂuid,



so any water contamination diminishes braking potential and shortens component life. Cautions about brake ﬂuid: it removes paint. Don’t tolerate any spraying, dripping, or leaking (and don’t set the bottle on the cowl). Worse, brake ﬂuid is toxic. Wash your hands after handling, and don’t let old ﬂuid pollute. Brake systems are engineered to behave under myriad conditions, reliably and consistently for years, and they will perform better if you pay attention. Brakes are cheap to maintain and expensive to repair. Be nice to your brakes. Tim Kern is a private pilot and certiﬁed aviation manager as well as an aviation writer and consultant based near Indianapolis. He has been covering Reno for most of this century. www.TimKern.com.
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Building Basics: Driven to Rivet 

double shear connection would give. Figure 1. P. ,->. twice the shear strength to the joint as the single shear connection. Bearing strength refers to the same.
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Building Basics: Installing Your Aircraft's Radio 

INSTALLING A RADIO OR TWO IS A new experience for most .... Building Basics. Voice Box. Installing your .... Crtsy car, Lounge. Eagle Flgt Cntr. 648-7151 Park.
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Building Basics: Electrical System Basics 
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Building Basics: Roundabouts 
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Building Basics: Spark Plugs 

to more than $50, and eight to 12 plugs per engine, spark plugs become ... the surface areas in the combustion chamber exceed a critical limit or if the spark plug ...
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Building Basics: Riveting Techniques 

As with all other facets of riveting, practice using this tool on scrap that is identical to the material you ulti- mately want to work on. It takes practiceâ€”and patience.
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Building Basics: Gauging Aluminum 
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Building Basics: Making Holes 
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Building Basics: Corralling Cable 
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Building Basics: Fatigue 

HTP lets you get precise, professional results on any critical aircraft weld. America Inc. EAA03. HTP is your source for Migs, TIGs, Auto-Darkening. Helmets and ...
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Building Basics: Stress Risers 

STRUCTURAL FAILURES OF AIR- craft components are always severe and often costly both in material and life. The most common component failure is a.
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Building Basics: Wire Size 

Home Depot recently for about $35 in the aisle that has the material for installing computer and cable TV coaxial cable. With this crimping tool you can also buy a ...
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Building Basics: Tube Talk 

"Big deal," you might say. "What makes it so versatile, and why are steel tube fuselages made of the stuff?" We don't need to know about how steel is pro-.
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building basics Fasten-ating 

Tension pulls on the bolt; shear forces try ... yet in a double-shear situation, where it is supported in ... the tensile strength (measured in pounds per square inch,.
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Building basics: Pushrod Secrets 

Mark the rivet hole locations on a piece of masking tape and trim it to a butt fit. Then wrap it around the end of the tube, which has been cut with a tubing cutter to ...
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Building basics: Pushrod Secrets 

then mount the plugs in each end with six high-strength blind rivets spaced evenly around the circumfer- ence of the tube. Here's potential trouble. It's tough.
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Building Basics: Cable Corral 

BUILDERS USE MANY FASTENers to connect the parts and pieces of their airplanes, and one of the handiest is the ubiquitous nylon tie wrap (or cable tie/strap) ...
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Building Basics: Lecture Circuits 

course along the wiring diagram to ensure every connection is ... Katie, bar the door. The system that causes the ... bell-shaped object. The former is an in-line ...
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Building Basics: Composites 

structural sand- wich. For exam- .... full benefit of its adhesive propertiesâ€”without adding unnecessary ... Cut and sand composite materials with care because ...
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Building Basics: Safety Dance 

that it can't fall off the plane in flight. Several different methods are used to secure aircraft hardware: safety wire, cotter pins, self-locking nuts, and lock washers.
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Building Basics: Aircraft Fabric 

TAPE IS CUT. â€” -/ON 45"ANGLE ... FINISHING TAPE CUT. EL 10 SELVASE EPGE .... Finishing Tapeâ€”A strip of fabric cut normally with a pinked (serrated) ...
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Building Basics: Gauging Aluminum 

RESISTANT SANDWICH. A VERY THIN COATING OF CORROSION. RESISTANT .... money can buy. It doesn't cost any more than old-fashioned methods and it ...
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Building Basics: Fundamental Security 

in a pattern, such as a square or triangle, and when you must safety parts in an electrical sys- tem where accessibility or frequent removal makes the double-twist.
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Building Basics: Riveting Equipment 

Rosie the Riveter used during. World War II. Designers have made some progress in rivet gun ergonomics and reduced the vibration in bucking bars to enhance ...
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